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INJECTION MOULDING

T
ake a journey around Lyon and Bourg-
en-Bresse, on the road to the ski resorts, 
and you’ll discover France’s ‘Plastics 

Valley’. Nicknamed by an American journalist 
in reference to California’s Silicon Valley, it 
contains the highest concentration of specialised 
plastics companies in Europe.  

Since 2005, the competitive cluster has 
been called ‘Plastipolis’, and among its residents 
is injection moulder CMSI, a company founded 
in 1956 as a mould-maker that started con-
verting ten years later. Integrated into the 
Texen Group in 1993, CMSI was granted a 
new 10,000 sq m (107,639 sq ft) factory, estab-
lishing it as a mid-size injection moulder. 

Eight years ago, the company began the 
integration of robotics into its operations with 
agile 6-axis robots and followed that up in 2015 
with the installation of an automated line for 
all-format cosmetics and fragrance cases.  

Texen operates ten integrated industrial 
sites globally with more than 1,500 employees, 
250 injection moulding lines, 250 finishing 
machines, and 70 dedicated robotised production 
lines. Group turnover is in excess of €200 
million ($235m). 

CMSI’s core business is tailor-made caps 
and cases for prestige fragrance, makeup and 
skincare, while it also produces lipstick dis-
pensers, capsules, jars, bottles, spirit boxes 
and nail polish covers.  

The company counts luxury French brands 
such as Chanel, L’Oreal, LVMH, Hermès, Coty, 
and Interparfums among its customers, and 
today employs 150 people operating 36 injection 
presses, while an integrated mould shop gen-
erates an average growth of 8 per cent. 

“This is the result of a robust Industry 4.0 
reorganisation and transformation,” explains 
chief executive Yvan Vahlas. “I started it in 2011, 
coming from the automotive industry, which is 
well known for pioneering lean manufacturing. 
Traditional industrial models needed to be ques-
tioned and new innovative industrial platforms 
developed to bring agility and eco-design. There 
was a lot to do but I am a man for challenges!” 

Among those challenges has been a mas-
tering not just of the injection moulding 
process, but also of bi-injection, over-moulding, 

Smart thinking
The chief executive of a French injection moulder details the great balancing 
act between unique and standard in the beauty packaging sector.  
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and the processing of Surlyn, the ionomer 
resin created by DuPont and used as a copoly-
mer in packaging. 

But even having all of this process knowledge, 
alongside know-how such as surface treatments, 
hot stamping, and pad and screen-printing, is 
not enough in today’s cosmetics and perfume 
markets. Several other factors can be of decisive 
importance, and time to market is critical. 
Gone is the time when 14 – sometimes up to 20 
– weeks was the standard leadtime for new 
packaging. Now, two weeks is the norm to 
answer a request for a quotation, and another 
few weeks for industrial production readiness.   

Vahlas was convinced of his company’s 
in-house expertise in areas such as feasibility, 
creativity and mould-making but saw 
automation as the way to increase CMSI’s 
competitive edge.    

 
Standardised operations, unique product 
It is eight years since CMSI created and 
implemented SMART lines. S stands for 
speed, allowing a high rate of assembly and 
decoration and a reduction of throughput 
time to a few minutes. M is for modularity, 
scalable with plug-and-play production lines, 
while A stands for agility with multi-formats, 
varying dimensions and versions, in addition 
to customised decoration. 

R stands for reliability with camera control 
and ‘poka yoke’, or the prevention of  unin-
tended errors. This Japanese term means 
‘mistake-proofing’ and concerns all mecha-
nisms in all processes that help equipment 
operators avoid (yokeru) mistakes (poka). Its 
aim is to eliminate product defects by pre-
venting, correcting, or drawing attention to 
human errors as they occur.  

Finally, T is for Texen expertise. The equip-
ment is modular around a central island, 
allowing for standardisation of operations 
including handling, palletising, depalletising, 
and hot stamping.  

“It’s a kind of pooling of main equipment, 
allowing automation from 500,000 pieces per 

year upwards, where several millions of 
parts would historically be needed for specific 
automation lines,” explains Vahlas. “Only 
the modules needed for the in-line production 
of caps or cases are assembled around the 
central island. The industrialisation leadtime 
is therefore halved, and the specific CAPEX 
is reduced by 80 per cent, leaving only 20 per 
cent of the cost for specific tools.  

“Carbon footprint and flow breaks are 
drastically reduced as well. And the beauty 
of it is that these lines have been custom-
made for us in France,” says Vahlas. 

The SMART Compact 1 automatic assem-
bly line, for round and square boxes up to 

80mm in size, started in 2015. And two years 
ago, a patent ‘of industrial property’ was 
granted for implementation on French territory 
for a maximum of 20 years. Last year, the 
SMART Compact 2 was upgraded. CMSI has 
also patented the Picoline coating line. 

“Coating is an extremely important step 
in producing upmarket caps and cases,” 
explains Vahlas. “Varnishes give shade, gloss, 
satin or matt finishes, which are essential for 
distinctive looks. But this industrial step was 
time- and space-consuming as well as labour-
intensive, as a traditional varnish line covers 
approximately 200 sq m. So, this step was 
often subcontracted, increasing leadtime and 
transport constraints.  

“We decided to commission an innovative 
coating line to meet our strict requirements: 
a surface area of 12 sq m with inline injection 
and decoration, fully robotised without manual 
adjustment, and Industry 4.0 connected and 
controlled. A French company built it to our 
requirements, including Japanese robotics 
made in Brittany.” 

CMSI can now inject, assemble and deco-
rate a fragrance cap in just eight minutes. 
Three families of products can be varnished 
on the line: compact cases, caps and lipstick 
cases. At a speed of 1,000 to 2,000 pieces an 
hour, the gloss is applied on virgin or recycled 
materials (recycled ABS and recycled PET). 
According to Idea Lifecycle Analysis software, 
this represents a saving of three weeks’ lead-
time, more than five million pieces per year 
in multi-formats or the equivalent in carbon 
savings of 575 return trips from Paris to 
New York.  

The global pandemic has definitely  
hit the luxury sector badly, with make- 
up, fragrance and lip gloss sales halving. 
Skincare, however, is doing better than  
ever. CMSI remains confident that it can 
weather the storm. 

More information from CMSI (Texen), Rue du Pognat, 01460 
Brion, France. Tel: 33 474 767 160. Email: info@texengroup.com. 
Web: texengroup.com
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Chief executive Yvan Valhas discusses the 
challenges of a cosmetic cap


